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OVERVIEW
Gamingtec build and offer
high-quality platform solutions
for iGaming

Gamingtec is a B2B platform solutions
provider servicing a full-suite product
portfolio for iGaming incumbents
combined with best-in-class management
services.
Gamingtec oﬀers a secure platform and
customizable front-end design through
our B2B solutions in the form of casino
games and sports betting.

THE
GROUP
Pure B2B supplier for
the iGaming industry

Evidenced by strong
organic growth and
profitability

Catering all projects
aiming to succeed
in various markets

Modular product
suite, possible to be
delivered stand alone
to proprietary client
platforms

Modular platform
architecture allowing
partial or full
integrations

Full scalability and
reliability, with
industry leading
uptime

1. LAUNCHPAD

PRODUCTS
LINE-UP

The fastest and most cost eﬀective
way to place our platform at the
centre of your business
2. ORBIT
1

Tailored made Turnkey solution
for fully manageable brands and
industry experts
3. CASINO

Extensive games portfolio to
quickly launch your online casino
business
4. SPORTSBOOK

Complete sports betting solutions
for competitive bookmakers
5. PAYMENTS

The gateway to the best PSPs
worldwide, tailored to targeted
markets

What is GT Orbit?

We understand how important your Brand is and
GT orbit is tailor made for it.

With GT core at the centre of your business, not only do you get access to a stable platform
and all our GT Products, but we also work hand in hand to deliver a bespoke front end that
can be ever developed according to your needs. Combine this with our products or your
own and reach for the stars with GT orbit.

Live within
12 weeks

Fully maintaned
bespoke front end

Use GT core alone or
connect to any of our GT
products

Choose between a
Turnkey or White
Label product

GT core compliant
with MGA, UKGC and
More

Get access to our fully
developed GT CORE
Platform

GT ORBIT
HIGHLIGHTS

orbit

INTRODUCTION

Fully Bespoke Turnkey solution at your
fingertips
Our brand new GT Orbit product oﬀers a fully hands-on experience!
You'll get full access to our core platform, oﬀering the full suite of GT
products, whilst we deliver a bespoke front end platform, developed
to your own requirements.

State-of-the-art sports betting for your
existing business

SPORTSBOOK

Fully managed sportsbook
Event creation and pricing
In-play betting and statistics
Risk management on
player level.
Harnesses the power of AI

840000+

1000+

480000+

180000+

Live HD in
100+ sports

Events in
pre-match

Esport
tournaments

Live events in
30+ esport games

Complete solution to launch your online casino
business quickly

CASINO

RNG Casino and Live Dealer
tables
More than 10000 games
Dedicated Bonuses Functionality
Multiplatform Frontend
Fully customizable

LIVE CASINO

SLOTS

CARD GAME

ROULETTE

VIRTUAL
SPORT

BONUS
ENGINE

Wager real money first, then bonus funds
We have separate settings for casino and
sports bonuses, the conditions could be the same but only
one type could be chosen
Freespins and freebets are available for the
entire list of providers
Offer Coded Bonuses to your players
Tournaments can be customized
Automated cashback bonus for both casino
and sportsbook

PAYMENTS
GATEWAY

Our payments gateway combines acquiring capabilities,
numerous alternative payment methods and online-bankings
across multiple locations with a wide choice of currencies.
GT enables eCommerce clients to accept payments from and issue
payouts to customers using our technological innovation within a
single uniﬁed integration.
GT gives an individual approach to each partner oﬀering a variety of
custom-tailored products, features and technologies to simplify and
secure the payment process for consumers on any devises.
15+ countries in operation
100+ supported currencies
More than 200 PSP integrations to ensure you can choose the right
payment process for your business strategy.

PWA
APPLICATIONS

Smartphone users are a large and ever-growing audience. At the
same time, application stores have limitations. Using Gamingtec, our
partner can produce (adapt by wrapping) an application, deliver it
to a client and update the applications without publishing it in the
AppStore and PlayMarket.
There is no need for your players to download native apps for all the
diﬀerent OS’s — they can download
directly from your
site.

RESPONSIVE
DESIGN

Our websites have an adaptive design for both mobile and desktop
versions.

ADVANCED
CRM
SOFTWARE

Multi-channel and automation capabilities beyond
any other engagement platform.

Accuracy with real-time data can reduce your bonus cost
by 5-10%.
Increasing productivity of operational teams by 60%.
Scale fast and without fear of regulatory penalties.
Banish tech backlog, outsource new service integrations.

AFFILIATE
SOFTWARE

Gamingtec can provide its ever-developing in-house aﬃliate
software that allows you full control over link structures, tracking,
and other aspects for reporting. We also support other 3rd party
aﬃliate software should you prefer it.
Partner can take full control over bonuses or allow the Gamingtec
support team to handle it.

Why choose Gamingtec?

The primary objective of Gamingtec is to oﬀer cost-eﬀective and high-quality turnkey solutions by
combining the management team expertise with robust platform and high-quality products
We offer more than software
Our platform is modular and each product is managed by a dedicated team of experts in their respective area
– CORE, Sportsbook, Casino, Payments and Aﬃliate Platform. We can oﬀer a complete iGaming
experience where the partner can choose our full bespoke front-end or build their own, can decide between
industry leading sportsbook iframes or a fully customized GT frame on the API of choice, and choose
between having own 3rd party agreements versus GT deals. Flexibility and customization are what deﬁnes us.

Why choose Gamingtec?

Aggregation and gamification
All platform modules outside CORE are based on content aggregation from the most popular providers in the
industry. The variety in sportsbook oﬀering, casino games or payment methods is only matched by our
means to enhance the content value.
We have partners, not clients
The principle of revenue sharing sets the base for every partnership we go into. Sharing beneﬁts means
sharing risks hence a common goal to keep a top quality standard in our products and services we deliver to
our partners in all aspects of the business.

LET´S
TALK
gamingtec
Gamingtec is an international company
that oﬀers full turnkey B2B software
solutions to iGaming industry.
London, United Kingdom
www.gamingtec.com
info@gamingtec.com
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